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0 of 0 review helpful Five Stars By Sam I loved looking at photos in this book 0 of 0 review helpful Great book By 
Harvey Miller Great book 0 of 0 review helpful Tom By Tom After just returning from a trip to the Black Hills I had 
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to buy this book The book was everything I thought it would be Great book very i Rising out of the prairie the Black 
Hills of South Dakota and Wyoming had long been rumored to have promising quantities of gold Sacred to the Lakota 
the Black Hills was part of the land reserved for them in the Fort Laramie Treaty of 1868 However the tide of 
prospectors seeking their fortune in the Black Hills was difficult to stem Members of the 1874 Custer expedition lead 
by Gen George Armstrong Custer found gold In 1875 scientists Henry Newton and Walter J About the Author This is 
the seventh book Jan Cerney has written for the Images of America series Cerney lives on a ranch near the Badlands 
with her husband Bob Roberta Sago is the special collections librarian and archivist for the Leland D Case Library for 
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